Examples of Citation Styles - Books

**CHICAGO:**

**INLINE:** (Ollman 2001)


**APA:**

**INLINE:** (Ollman, 2001)


**HARVARD:**

**INLINE:** (Ollman, 2001)


**MLA:**

**INLINE:** (Ollman)


Examples of Citation Styles – Journal Papers

**CHICAGO:**

**INLINE:** (Dainow 2013)


**APA:**

**INLINE:** (Dainow, 2013)


**HARVARD:**

**INLINE:** (Dainow, 2013)


**MLA:**

**INLINE:** (Dainow)


Examples of Citation Styles – Quotations

**CHICAGO:**

**INLINE:** (Allmer 2012, 130)

APA:
INLINE: (Allmer, 2012, p. 130)


HARVARD:
INLINE: (Allmer, 2012, p. 130)


MLA:
INLINE: (Allmer 130)


Each department can decide which style to use. Some departments allow each lecturer to select their own preference. Most departments will list the citation style in their handbook. Do not guess. If you are not absolutely clear as to which citation style is expected, ask. Be careful. There are many versions of some citation styles, so you need to ensure you use the version the department demands. Some citation styles are updated every year, but a department may stay with the same old version for 10-20 years.